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ORAL FlEW TECHNIQUES AND WOMEN'S HISTORY,
TIlE CASE OF OWAN. NIGERIA

Onaiwu W. Ogbomo

Following the impact of the world-wide women's movement,
greater attention is being paid to women's issues in African
histOriogrnphy. However moSt studies have focused on the colonial and
posHolonial periods.! The pre-colonial period remains woefully
neglected generally. but even more so when onc thinks of the role of
women. Very broadly two approaches might be considered. First, the
researcher can focus on whal might be called women's issues. This
historiographical approach deals with themes nonnally overlooked in the
past because they were primarily concerned with females and therefore
were not thought important enough to draw the attention of the
historian. The second involves giving equal attention to both genders,
showing that in themes well recognized in history, females played an
imponant if not always equal role with men. This approach considers
both women and men and their relationship over time. In my research
the laner approach has been adoptecP This follows from the need to
write a pre-eolonial history of Owan3 and at the same time give attention
to the roles of both genden:.

This essay discusses my field experiences. I argue that
retrieving women's past in a patriarchal society as Owan is very difficult
because of the tendency of male infonnants to be selective in what they
are prepared to tell about women's contribution to society. The point is
also made that in reconstructing women's history, male narratives
cannot be relied upon for a clear perception of women's lives. For as
Edwin Ardner argues in his 'muted Groups' theory, "the dominant
groups in society generate and control the dominant mode of
expression. Muted groups are silenced by the structures of dominance,
and if they wish to express themselves they are forced to do so through
the dominant modes of expression, the dominant ideologies."4
Moreover, the essay notes that while narrative traditions obscured Owan
women's roles and position in society, I was able to overcome the
problem by applying non-conventional research tools such as totemic
observances, shrine and goddess traditions. Lastly the paper points out
that traditional oral methodology must be restructured to enable
researchers retrieve women's past.

HISTORIOGRAPHICAL ISSUES

The general thrust of Owan traditions of origin suggest the
people migrated from the highly centralized kingdom of Benin. Among
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other neighboring peoples of Akoko-Edo. Etsako and Esan. the outward
migration from mat kingdom has invariably been explained in lenns of
the growing autocratic power which the kings sought to exercise over
the subordinate chiers.. Many people resented ii, were persecuted by it
and moved away. In other words the explanation becomes political.

My own research suggests that while the kings of Benin might
well have sought greater powers in the political process, gender
struggles were also prominent with males seeking greater authority
using an ideology of patriarchy. Sometimes the autocratic rulers were
employing patriarchal doctrine to their advantage and some malesW~
opposed to it. Many migrants into Owan appeared as much like
refugees from patriarchy as from chieny oppression. The IWO, of
course, were closely inter·linlced. Once seuled in Owan the new
migrants were divided. some desiring to perpetuate patriarchal beliefs
and clU'T)' it to the acceptance of chiefs. others· the majority· rejecling
il Those who favored matriarchal ideology and gender equalily refused
to tolerate chiefs because they represemed the crowning achievement of
patriarchal ideology. Thus it is probable Ihat Ihe acephalous political
organizationS in Owan arose out of the gender struggle. In Owan there
were unsuccessful anemptS to introduce Chiefly and centralized political
institutions. As I have argued elsewhere that the failwe of centralization
of political authority in Owan can be attributed to the determination of
favoriles of matriarchal beliefs who were opposed to chiefly
dominance.6

There is a contradiction in the older Iheory which stressed
chiefly oppression as the reason for the exodus of Owan migrants from
the Benin kingdom. Traditions of other Edoid groups such the Esan,
Urhobo, lsoko and Etwo people of Nigeria. claim they migrated from
Benin because of chiefly oppression in the kingdom. However the
contradiction lies in the fact ~althe same migranls who were supposed
10 be escaping chiefly oppression, having moved 10 their present
locations in Esan. Urhobo. lsoko and Etwo culture areas decided to
establish centralised polilical entities which emphasized chiefly
authority. It would seem Ihat migrants anached to palriarchal ideals
became the Esan, Urhobo, !soko and Etsako; and while those with
strong matriarchal inclinations or more egalitarian tendencies migrated to
become the chiefles$ Owan. In the explanations as to why migration
occurred, invariably the issue involved inter·gender problems,
especially where members of the Benin royal family enforced rules to
justify their exclusive rights over sexual relations with women. For
instance. J.U. Egharevba reported that following the death of Oba
Ewuare's two sons (possible heirs apparent) "He ... made a strict law
forbidding anyone in the land of either sex to wash and dress up or to
have carnal intercourse for three years. This law, however. c~used
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great confusion for a large number of the citizens migrated to various
places."~ ~il7 the above.explanation for migration pointed to chiefly
oppresSIOn. It IS also obVIous that the rulers in Benin were equally
imposing patriarchal ideology on the people.

For a long time acephalous societies were categorized by
pattiarchs as having achieved a lower form of organization than chiefly
ones. They had not evolved to the chiefly or kingdom stage. The Owan
migrants had experienced chiefly and palriarchal rule in Benin· had
lived under it for centuries. found it oppressive - and preferred a non
chiefly form. Since the Owan migrants halted the elaboration of
pattiarchal doctrines, it suggests that they were possibly seeking a
higher form of social and political organization which would guarantee
egalitarianism. Unfortunately the introduction of British colonialism
ended this move quite abruptly. Following British occupation of the
area early 1900s individual males were granted warrants which
conferred on them the status of chiefs. From then on male members of
society achieved prominent positions over their female counterpans, a
position which eluded them in the pre-colonial period.

The research objectives of reconstructing the past of the Owan
people and at the same time giving attention to female conttiburions.
were cenainly ambitious for a society aboul which very little has been
written. However I soon realized that in order to achieve my set goals I
had to overcome three historiographical problems. They included scarce
written sources, poor oral mechanisms of preservation of the past and
little attention to women in the pre-colonial period in existing literature
about Owan and other neighboring communities. I had to devise
techniques to solve each problem. I have discussed in another article
how the first two problems were dealt with during the research.s In
brief 1 had to rely almost entirely on oral data supplemented by limited
written sources. The lack of written sources became a factor in opting
for oral history techniques. Additionally. I felt women's views could
only be represented correctly if they were able to speak for themselves.
In the words of some feminist scholars, "Oral history is a basic tool in
our effons to incorporate the previously overlooked lives, activities, and
feelings of women into our understanding of the past and of the present.
When women speak for themselves, they reveal hidden realities: new
experiences and new perspectives emerge that challenge the "truths" of
official accounts and cast doubt upon established theories".9

ME1HODOLOGY AND FIElD EXPERIENCES

The methodology of pre-colonial hislorical research in Africa has
been relatively well developed for centralized states and small-scale
segmentary polities. In earlier historical writings on large kingdoms and
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empires such as Ghana, Songhai. Mali, Lunda-Luba. Oyo. Bomo,
Buganda, and Benin, historians relied on royal chronicles and relatively
abundant Arabic and/or European written records. Funhennore. many
of these polities had several mechanisms for preserving oral historical
dala such as griOIS and praise singers in the royal couns, poems,
reenactment ceremonies and designated chroniclen. But for acephalous
societies such as the Igbo and Owan there is lillie documentation and
limited methods of preserving the oral historical record. For Owan the
history of the communities are kept by all or no onc. In carrying Qut a
research there. I had to rely on everyone, both male and female. to
retrieve the past. In order to achieve onc of the research objectives 
giving prominence to women's voices - I set out to ensure that there was
a balance in the number of female and male infonnanlS. If numbers are
a reflection of success, the research fell shan of its goals. Out of 262
infonnants interviewed in 234 inlerview sessions, 220 were males and
only 42 were females. The faCtors responsible for this involved !he
uncooperative attitude of male informants. who would not allow !heir
wives to be interviewed. Male infonnants argued that ~men are the
cusl(x!ians of history". Basically the conlenlion was an altempt to deny
women any sense of history. Experience in the field, however, proved
the argument spurious that women do not have and do not keep histOry.
Oearly in spite of the fact that very limited number of female informants
were interviewed. the result confirmed that not only do they have
history. they demonstrated gender consciousness in recalling the past.
Having realized that the average male informant would not allow his
wife to be interviewed. after careful review of the situation I opted to
interview older women especially widows who were no longer under
!he influence of husbands. In one of the communities a female teacher
assisted me in interviewing younger women whose husbands would not
readily approve. IO Because of limited research funds I could not hire
full-time female or male research assistants. In any feature research
female assistants must be employed as a maner of necessity.

At some point during the fieldwork. I agonized over the fact that
my gender may have affected da18. collection in relation to female
informants. As one scholar noted, "a single male researcher is viewed
as a tbreat and cannot be alone with a woman for interviews during the
field research."11 While this might be a hindrance to research, I find it
difficult to believe that most men in Owan were concerned about the
"safety" ohheir wives. The use of group interviews and the very nature
of African village life, makes it extremely difficuh to be alone with a
woman. In many inS18.nces during my fieldwork, interviews were
interrupted by neighbors and relatives visiting my infonnants. As !he
research progressed it became clear that male informanls were more
concerned about women telling their story, which was inevitably a way
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of empowering the oppressed gender. The very sensitivity of males.
their toUchiness and fear, suggested that gender struggle was not far
&om the politics of communi[)' life.

My interaction with the women I was able to reach opened up a
mine of information which ordinarily would not have been offered by
male informants. For instance, there is a tradition in the Owan
communities for women to curse in times of trouble. When. for
example, there was famine, drought or epidemic the women went out at
night to curse with the female genitalia whoever was responsible for the
problem. During this ritual the men were expected to be in hiding. And
they were. Any man found to have infringed the law was punished. In
the course of gathering data. male informants interpreted this as a
religious role which women were expected to perform for the
community. However. from the response of female informants. it came
out clearly that they could also utilize this ceremony as a political and
disciplinary weapon. It was undeniably one of the avenues through
which women checked the excesses of males with exaggerated
patriarchal ideas of dominance and ownership. The manner in which
both genders presented the information brought to light the concept of
"standpoint epistemology" in feminist research. According to Joyce
MacCarI Nielsen,"standpoint epistemology begins with the idea that less
powerful members of society have the potential for a more complete
view of social reality than others. precisely because of their
disadvantaged positions."12 Elaborating on the concept Nielsen pointed
out that:

...members of more powerful and less powerful groups
will potentially have inverted, or opposed,
understandings of the world .... the dominant group's
view will be "panial and perverse" in contrast to the
subordinate group's view, which has lhe potential to be
more complete. The dominant group's view is partial
and perverse because•... so long as the group is
dominant. it is the members' interest 10 maintain,
reinforce, and legitimate their own dominance and
particular understanding of the world, regardless of how
incomplete it may be.1)

In support of Nielsen's argument it is imponant to c~si~er a~other
example of Standpoint epistemology. In one of the colomal intelligence
repons based on orally caUceled infonnation in the 19305 H.F. Marshall
assened that:
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Although women were accorded no recognized position
in the management of affairs. they were not without
influence, and when their interests were at stake they
would undoubtedly have themselves heard. Council
meetings were always held in public and women were
penniued to listen, and a woman who was known 10 be
sensible might even be allowed to give her views.14

In every respect this assertion represented both Marshall's EUIO-centric
bias and what his male infonnams wanted him to believe. He fell for
both. It is true that women did not ·attend village and community council
meetings regularly, but this did not mean they attended only at the wish
of the men or, as Marshall put it, "women were penniued 10 listen, and
a woman who was sensible might be allowed to give her views."
Marshall implies that few women were sensible and that their concerns
were narrowly focused. All issues before the council would directly or
indirtttly impinge on women.

As with other acephalous peoples the primary gerontocratic
feature in pre-eolonial Owan was the stratification of the male population
into age grades. While there were no age grade organizations for
women, pre-eolonial socio-political arrangement in Owan provided for
different women's organizations which were based on marriage status
and position within the lineage system. These include the Idegbe
(association of daughters of the family) and IkhuohQ earle or Ikposafen
(wives of the lineage or married women). The ldegbt association was
made up of unmarried and married daughters of a household and
lineage. Through these organizations women were able to address all
their concerns about the affairs of lineages and the community.

Within paDilineages the ldegbt were able to exen political power
because they were consider;ed ~males" by their fathers, uncles and
brothers. In addition. wives in a patrilineage regarded the Idegbe
women as "husbands." The ldegbe could also adjudicate cases between
their falhers, uncles and brothers on one hand; and their wives on
another. The interactions which the Ikhuoho earle or Ikposafen
organization offered married acted as avenues through which they
formed and expressed opinions about community issues. Usually
having mel as a group they then presented their views through their
representative, Odion Ikhuoho to the village or community council.
Since they acted as a group it was difficult for men not to listen to them.
As stated by female infonnants, group action was more effective than
individual women presenting their cases before the counci1.!S
Funhennore. because of the rule of consensus Ihe single female
representative could hall any policy thai women opposed. Thus, they
demonstrated a greater gender consciousness and political effectiveness
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than Marshall would admit. An understanding of the workings of the
women's or-ganizations, no doubt. reveals the place of women in Owan
society.

Unquestionably, women lOOk active pan in the entire decision
making process. When Marshall claimed thai women were not accorded
recognized positions in the management of affairs. it is as if he is
implying thai Owan society had centralized political institutions whereby
authority was vested in individual males. The task of governance was
shared between male age grades. female organizations and Ido groups.
Owan women were far from passive. Thus. the claim of female
passivity was only a reality in the minds of colonial officials and their
African male allies. Marshall and his administrative cohorts were in the
process of creating male chiefs supported by a host of male office
holders. He was bent on establishing a full-fledged paDiarchy, a task
admired by many African males. He was doing for them what they had
failed to do for themselves over three centuries. For instance, in the
l600s men attempted to introduce Ife chiefly institutions into Owan
communities 1$ a way of reducing female political power. As a
consequence of female resistance, this attempt ended in the introduction
of tides for both genders. Funhennore. as stated earlier. it is my view
that one of the causes of the exodus of migrants from Benin was to
escape patriatthal influences which were predominant in the kingdom.

Coming back to the question of whether men can engage in
meaningful feminist research, my initial reaction had been that since men
will always create obstacles, male researchers have no business
becoming involved in such resean:h tOpics. But as time went on in the
field, I discovered that all aspects of the research created unique
difficulties, the gender difference being merely one of many.
Consequently, it became clear that the solution was not to run away
from problems. If anything. I felt a sense of accomplishment when I
surmounted an obstacle in the field. A major consideration which
prompted my resolve to hear the women's side of the story, no matter
how limited, was the realization that the more researchers delay in
recording such views the less the chances of securing them in the future.
Since pre-colonial Owan history essentially is in oral form, there
remained the danger that the death of an infonnanl invariably led 10 the
loss of a wealth of infonnation. In a way. the old cliche thai "half loaf
is bener than none ft became my watch word. Despite the glocmy pictlR
painted above about patriarchal control of information, lhere were men
who were willing lO amnge interView sessions between the interviewer
and their mothers or wives.t6 However. they were the exceptions
nther than the rule.

Although female informants were wgeted by the researcher for
attitudes on a whole nnge of issues, men were also interViewed in order
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to obtain male and patriarchal perspectives. and also to assess lhe extent
to which male informants were prepared to deal with details about male
female relations. As Jane Parpan rightly points OUI, "if we seek an
understanding of gender relations, then the opinions and feelings of men
and women, both about themselves and each other. are imponant".11
My research revealed that there is an underlying gender struggle in
contemporary Owan society which stretches back before colonialism,
even though evidence suggests mat in pre-colonial times lhe genders
were equally balanced. While women resorted to different avenues for
conflict resolution with their male counterpans in the pre-colonial era,
any attempt by the researcher to probe into these "hidden facts" met with
resistance from male informants. For instance. such questions as "What
powers did women exercise in pre-colonial times?" or "How powerful
were women in the past?" elicited negative reactions from male
infonnants. One male informant argued: "Women do nOi have powas in
this society...· "Have you not read from the Bible that women were
made by God from men's ribs?" This statement is suggestive of a cover
up. It is swprising that in a society with as many shrines to outstanding
ancestresses as to ancestors of the past, a male informant felt compelled
to bring the ideology of an alien religion to the support of pauiarchy.
His and other male responses revealed male concern about giving the
impression that they were weak in comparison with women. The
reluctance to accept that women wielded significant power and influence
was also a consequence of the realization on the part of men that
information control was a real weapon in securing advantage in the
gender tussle.

When it became obvious that women-centered questions
prompted disapproving responses from male infonnants. I decided to
restructure the questions. This strategy worked very well. For
example, when I asked "What contributions would you say women
made to your society?" responses were candid and sincere. such as: "In
a number of ways women have comribUled to the growth and
development of our community. In social, political and economic tenns
they have made valuable conuibulions," When another infonnanl was
told. "Ileamed that your grandmother was a very prosperous trader." he
was very willing to describe in detail the Irading exploits of his
grandmother. But male infonnants were only fonhcoming on issues
which were not controversial or had something to do with their
personal, fllD'tily. village or community pride. To questions which were
interpreted as empowering women and having nothing to do with
perpetuating male hegemony. responses were negative and rejected as
not true or declared as fabrications of those who did not understand the
society's history and culture.
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NARRATIVE TRADITIONS VERSUS NON-CONVENTIONAL
SOURCES

Despite my determined effort 10 change unworkable interViewing
methoos, there remained ccnain limitations to the namnive Inlditions.
For example. narrative traditions were not able to reveal complex
political and gender relations in the past. Furthermore. there were
occasions when infonnams deliberately denied past kinship relations
because of current political exigencies. To go beyond superficial
answers, it became necessary to utilize non-conventional research tools
such as totems, shrine traditions, reenactment ceremonies, festivals,
myths and legends. A "totem is an animal. plant. or natural object
which serves as an emblem of a clan or family by vinue of an asserted
ancC$bal relationship~.II In some societies they are not killed or eaten
because the soul of the community ancestors or ancestresses presumably
reside in them.

Historians of pre--colonial Africa have applied totems as an
interpretive and corrective device to narrative traditions. Hence. it has
been observed that totems "in combination with other evidence•... can
assist the researcher to son out origins and trace the clans in neighboring
ethnic groups."19 In my research totems became a methodological
device to trace the origins of the Owan people. In analyzing totemic data
I assumed that plant totems were associated with an earlier matriarchal
and/or matrilineal phase in Owan history. Analysis of totems revealed
that those communities which ellhibited a predominance of planl torems
also had pantheons of goddesses which pointed to a
maD'iaJt:haJlmanilineal past..

Before I proceed. it is important to ellplain the concepl of
matriarchy as it has been employed in my research. In contemporary
feminist literature there ellist two opposing views as regards 10 the
concept. While the anti-matriarchy scholars argue thai there are no
known matriarchal societies. the pro-matriarchy intellectuals postulate
that the phenomenon was a major stage in human development The
controversy surrounding the exislence of matriarchies in the past arises
from a misunderstanding of what the telTJl stands for. For inSlance. in
rejecting the belid Joan Bamberger argues that. "Nol even the Amazons
of classical reference. those single-minded. single-breasted warrior
maidens. could account for an enduring polilical system in which
women were the de facto rulers. "2D For Bamberger the key argumenl is
thai a society has to consist of all female rulers before il can qualify as a
maDiarchy. However. Evelyn Reeds points OUI thai:

The resistance against accepling the matriarchy is due in
part to a false image or. "female rule" over men, an
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inverted version of modem male domination over
women. This conception comes from a failure to take
into account the diametrically differt:nt nature of the two
social orders...Neilher sexual nor social inequalities
could exist in the matriarchal epoch when society was
both communalist and egalitarian.21

Thus. the concern of pro-matriarchy groups is that of showing that
contemporary gender relations are not a true reflection of the past. If
anything, the existence of pantheon of gods and goddesses in a
particular society point to gender equality. rather than the supremacy of
one gender over the other. However, centuries of transformalion of
society bas tiiled the balance in favor of men. This is onc of the issues
I set out to examine in my research.22

In this essay the term mauiarchy refers to the existence of
several factors: 1) matriliny - tracing kinship relations through the
mother, 2) A pantheon of goddesses which appears to relate to early
female authority figures; and 3) Matrilocality where settlements are made
up of related female kin. the married males being Strangers. Maaiarchy
did not, in Owan society, refer to female chiefs JUSt as patriarchy did not
refer to male chiefs. Although there were shan unsuccessful attempts to
introduce male chiefs, the Owan people remained acephalous.

The analysis of totemic and goddess traditions are central to
understanding gender relations in pre-colonial Owan society. In the
Uokha community for example. there is a tradition of a female goddess
called Oron, whose "husband" Odion was said to have been its founder.
Uokha has three community totems one of which is /hit (a type of
bean). In the same vein./hievbt which also has a plant (/hitkpa - a type
of bean) as a community totem, has a tradition of a ward goddess. In
0zaUa, another settlement with a goddess tradition, there is a conununity
totem Itkhatiti (a type of cocoyam). A careful examination of these
totems and the goddess traditions point to a possible era dominated by
plant totems in which women were authority figures. Funhermore. the
existence of these plant totems may well be emphasizing the visible
involvement of women in social, economic and political affairs before
pauiarchal values became strengthened. This follows from the
argument that women invented agriculture in the prehistoric period. In
essence, plant totems might have come from women's early
involvement in agricuhure. Thus, a combination of totems and goddess
traditions became the basis on which the researcher was able to interpret
a possible matriarchal/matrilineal past which was not mentioned in
narr.l.tive traditions.

As with totemic evidence, the analysis of shrine and goddess
traditions helped in placing female roles and positions in perspective.
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When it became apparent that narrative traditions could not provide
answers to a number of historical puzzles. I decided to investigate
alternative traditions. It was not possible to analyze all aspects of pre
colonial gender relations from available narrative data because male
infonnants were bent on pushing through their contention that
patriarchal values had always predominated. An evaluation of Owan
gods and goddesses revealed that women had a more impressive past
than male-fostered nlllT8tive traditions would admit. For example. one
priestess of a shrine to Ovbiagbede, a prominent woman of the past.
claimed She had been deified and memorialized because "She
(Ovbiagbede) was a woman who fought for the welfare of other women
and challenged the power of men.".n Here was a priestess deeply
conscious of her cultural rootS with no command of English, no
apparent connections with the modem feminist movement and cenainly
quite unconscious that she might have "come from a man's rib" stating
not only what Ovbiagbede had been. but how she saw her own role as
the keeper of the shrine.

Consider. for example, the tradition in Erne-Ora where a shrine
had been established in honor of a female figure named Orne. The
people regarded Her as their mother. According to tradition, Orne came
from azalia and married in Eme.24 Tradition claimed that She gave
birth to four sons named Ara. Dato, Ekpenafi and Erokho.25 They
became notable warriors in the community. It was said that during a
war between Erne and Egoro in Esanland. Orne made a charm (ogbele)
which She tied round Her waist as protection for Her four sons. In
addition, She placed a tuber of yam rapped with a charm on a fire. The
yam tuber was employed as a device to detennine the exact time Her
children would return from the war.26 But as fate would have it, Orne's
children failed to show up at the expected time. Consequently, She
became disturbed. Having waited for a considerable length of time. Orne
stated She would prefer to die instead of Her children. Following this
declaration. a loud noise was heard from a distance, Orne fainted and
subsequently passed away.27 Later news came to the village thai Erne
had won the war. But Orne had thought the noise was an indication or
tragedy - that is the death of Her children. Consequent upon Her death,
the Erne people unequivocally chose 10 deify Her. From that point Orne
became the goddess of Erne-Ora. Whereas narrative tradition creditS the
foundation of Erne-Ora to two male figures. Uguanroba and Oreba, the
same tradition claims the village of Erne was named after Orne. In the
same vein, the tradition reponed that the goat which was Orne's totem
was adopted as the village totem of Erne-Ora. The narrative tradition
taken alone obscures the role of Orne as a founder heroine. According
to the male tradition, She married Uguanroba. a grandson of a prince of
the royal family of Benin. which revered the leopard totem. To the
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patriarchs. marriage indicated the submission of the woman to the man
and satisfied their male egos. From the analysis of the goddess and
totemic traditions. all evidence points to a possible
matriarchal/matrilineal past in Erne-Ora. Funhennore. the faci that
Orne's goat totem was adopted as the village tOlem of Erne-Ora indicates
thai She was the founder of the village as opposed 10 the twO male
figures narrative tradition would have us believe. Strangely enough.
since patriarchy required descendants to adopt the father's totem, why
does no leopard totem exist in Erne-Ora? Either the marriage was a
fabrication to link the matriarchs to the male immigrants. or it occurred
but failed to yield the results the patriarchs anticipated.

Consider another example. In Uokha, community narrative
tradition reported that Odion. the founder, migrated from the Benin
kingdom in c. 1320-1347. His wife was named Oron.28 She was said
to have worshipped at a shrine which became the community institution
after Her death. While narrative tradition points to Odion as the
founder, his genealogy does not stretch back to Oba Eweka. c. 1320·
1347, in whose generation Odion was reponed to have Ie£! Benin.
Since the genealogy does not stretch back to Eweka when this was said
10 have occurred, it seems more likely that the female Oron initially
established Uokha about c. 1320-1347. She might have been a child of
Eweka. The community was a true matriarchy by the definition offered
above, with ex.clusive plant and snake totems, matrilocal and matrilineal
with a female aUlhority figure or leader. In Uokha there ex.ists 84%
non-animal totems and 16% animals. Not surprisingly, the story of
Odion comes from one of the only twO wards in Uokha that revere
animal totems. Significantly, the tradition was picked up by the male
royal chronicler of Benin, Egharevba, and through early publication
given wide currency.29

Following Oron's death, her people established a shrine to Her
memory. There is every likelihood that females might have been the
authority figures in Uokha from the time of Her death until the advent of
Odion c. 1568-1600, two hundred years later. Moreover, it could be
argued that matriarchal societies either lacked the means to perpetuate
their history and genealogies or they pennitted the incoming patriarchs
gradually to discard the tradition of female roles in society. When
Odion arrived from Benin, c. 1568-1600 according to his genealogy,
his descendants hannonized his tradition with Oron's, arguing in the
inlerest of unity that he had been the husband of Orono But male
generated narrative tradition has not answered the question why there is
no shrine established in honor of Odion, as was the practice in the area
for founder heroes. As with the Erne-Ora case, while patriarchal
narrative tradition in Uokha gives preeminent position to a male figure,
shrine and totemic evidences indicate that female figures were hardly
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passive members of society. Although a number of feminislS reject a
theory of ancient matriarchy, an analysis of shrines and goddess
traditions reveal thai they represent more than imagined deities or
symbols. Males do not cry out when it is argued that the Omoikhi
shrine in Emai community is dedicated to the founder of the ward
Ivbiomoikhi ("the children of Omoikhi")! Why then focus upon and
question Ivbiaro ("the children of the female, Arc") or Erne-Ora, (the
children of the female Orne) as if somehow they are male efforts 10
degrade women? Quite the contrary, if men could. they would conven
Aro and Orne inlO males. The best they can do to reduce their power
involves marrying them to late-arriving founder males, thus suggesting
a superior-inferior relationship. There is no doubt that the deployment
of non-conventional research tools act as checks on traditional
narratives. which serve male interests and papetuatc patriarchal values.

Another tradition has to do with a river goddess called Orhueren
in Ozalla community. Three festivals are celebrated annually in Her
honor. Eghe festival. for instance, recognizes that all the children of
Ozalla come from the goddess, and that She was, therefore. the mother
of them all. despite the narrative b"adition that Orhueren died childless.30

On the other hand. the abo festival performed by unmarried girls was
conceived to demonstrate their dedication to Orhueren as well as
testifying to their sexual purity. The third festival (/vlJamen) in honor of
Orhueren is celebrated by male age groups who carry water from the
river to the town.]l Every year a different age group perfonned this
ritual. Ozalla uadition reported that Orhueren was once married to a man
in Egoro-Amede a neighboring Esan speaking community. Upon Her
death. Her corpse was not returned to Ozalla by Her husband's
relatives.32

Ceremonial re·enactment also suggests that Orhueren was not
merely a single outstanding authority figure but was possibly the
founder of a line of female leaders. Tradition has it that the senior
daughter of the senior man of lraede village held custody and control
over the ceremonial sword of Qulla. She married a man in Igbidin
village. 1be woman who held the ceremonial sword. Mwhich was not to
be given over to any other person except in case of death.M)] determined
the timing of the various festivals held to honor Orhueren in Ozalla
community. In Benin Kingdom. where the majority of Owan tnigranlS
came from the Ada and Eben (swords) are symbols of royal authority.
Curiously enough, the man for whom Ozalla was named, Uza, was said
to be related to the royal house in Benin. From this royal connection
and the symbolism of the sword, there is the possibility of a queen in
ancient Ozalla

I am aware thai some feminists do nOI lake kindly to "the
tendency of some (scholars) to treal the myth as historical fact. M].
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Admiuedly myths are not historical facts, but they represent symbols of
a people's consciousness. As cullural symbols, myths say more than
what is possible in tenns of rational interpretation. As Carl lung argues:

...cultural symbols often express the human quest for
meaning, the desire for connection to a wellspring of life
power and creativity deeper than thai offered by modem
science....modern life was truncated by a slavish
adherence to rationality and ... people needed to be open
to an irrational and mysterious dimension of life in order
to find meaning.3S

Arguing along me same line, Thomas Spear states: "Myths are not the
products of sheer invention. The values expressed in traditions, the
slJUeture delineated, and the idioms and models used are all cultural
products of hislory."36 If lung's injunction is taken seriously, Oulla's
tradition thai the woman who holds die sword determines when festivals
are celebrated in the conununity suggestS the possibility of considerable
female JX)wer in the past. Unfonunalely. namnive tradition is silent on
whether there was female rule in anciem Qulla. Even if female rule
never existed. the researcher believes the reenactmem ceremony is
suggestive of a more egalilarian past.

Thus, researchers should nOI discoum myths for the reasons
advanced by Bamberger,)1 namely that they. more often than nOt. have
been aimed at discrediting women. In Owan. males do nOI argue that
women once ruled but made such a mess of it that men had 10 take over.
More subl1y. they drop the early record and begin history with the
amval of the palriarchs. usually bolstered by some prestigious origins
as from the royal family of Benin. The emphasis becomes less on
maleness as a criterion for rule and more on exalted blood lines.
Researchers should employ myths in a more JX)sitive sense. especially
in malcing the JX)int that women in their own right have been actors and
nOi mere subjeclS in human developrnem. In order to make effective use
of myths and legends for meaningful feminist scholarship, researchers
should adopt positive allitudes towards them while still subjecting such
sources to rigorous scrutiny and interpretation. In any case, the sword
of Oza1la becomes less mythical since it is a ritual which still exists and
involves what appears to be a reenactment of the founding of Ozalla by
an emerprising woman and an evem by which the two community
totems came: into being.

Documents sometimes aid researchers in determining lines of
questioning in the field. During my investigation I discovered that
existing narrative traditions in OIuo community make no reference to a
matrilineal descent pattc:m which the people once practiced. However, a
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local historian had documented a matrilineal past in Otuo community.38
In asking male elders questions which were directed at conflJlll.ing
Lawani's claim. initially one elder lried to deny the existence of
malriliny in the pre-colonial era. When the researcher pointed out the
story had been recorded in one of the local historian's books. the elder
then said "that practice was a long time ago." The issue was not
whether it had been a long time ago but whether it existed at aiL Two
points should be nDled. Lawani demonstrates that male historians can
uncover the female paSt and that some male elders are seeking to bury
that past as rapidly as possible. In the 1940s the tradition remained alive
for Lawani to record. by the 1990s it is in the process of being buried
by selective memory on the part of male informants. What might
therefore be expected of Orne, the founder of Erne-Ora, or the sword
bearers of Ozalla, who can be dated to c. 1500 to 1600. is that soon they
may also be forgotten from the oral record. Consequently, male
informants deliberately forget those facts which do not aid their cause.

It is therefore important for historians of women's past to
employ non-traditional sources in their quest for an authentic "her
story." These include the recording and analysis of songs, poems,
observance of marriage ceremonies and festivals. 39 A number of
historical truths often surface in these sources. One of the advantages of
utilizing them is that they are rarely susceptible to manipulation for
political reasons. Since informants do not necessarily know how a
researcher intends to utilize non-conventional sources in historical
interpretation. they become difficult to diston. Researchers should take
the pains to interpret oral sources for hidden meaning. For instance, if a
researcher collects poems which denigrate females they may serve the
purpose of exposing how men either characterize their women or protest
against them. If one is to obtain first-hand feelings and views of
women in songs, a researcher must endeavor to attend and participate in
activities such as marriage and naming ceremonies where the
participants are women. By observing and listening. the researcher can
learn much about gender relations in the community.

For example. in Ozalla I attended the annual Obo festival, which
is one of the festivals dedicated to Orhueren the goddess of the
community. Whereas traditions from both male and female informants
in the community see the festival as a necessary slage in the transition
from girlhood to womanhood, observing the whole exercise gives the
impression that there is an attempt to demean womanhood. For
instance, as part of the festival young girls parade the streets of Ozalla
naked. The explanation I was offered by both male and female
informants was that it was one of the ways young girls demonstrated
they were still virgins.40 But for an outsider and a researcher it went
beyond a mere demonstration of virginity. It demonstrated how men
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ado{',ed subtle means to control women's minds and bodies in a
patnarchal society. Why is it that only young girls have 10 establish
their sexual purity? Why not young boys? The example reveals that
relying on narrative tradition alone is not sufficient. If I had not
wimessed the ceremonies, a description of the young girls would nOt
have slrUck me the way it did. Hence, it becomes advisable for
researchers to strive to observe as many ceremonies as possible. They
remain veritable and striking sources of infonnation which words alone
cannot match. See. Observe. Learn.

CONO-USION

This essay has tried to demonstrate a combination of factors
which have militated against meaningful feminist research imo women's
roles in pre-colonial Africa. II has also explored the difficullies
encountered in the field in trying to give Bucotion 10 women's
contributions to Owan society. While showing how the research
problems were tackled, J also indicated successes and failures.
Researchers must, therefore, focus on how best to deploy research
instrumenlS (especially those above and beyond the purely political
narrative) to uncover hislorical truths about women. The point was also
made thai patriarchal values and interesls hamper female-centered
research agendas. On Ihe whole, the essay stresses the point (hat while
namuive tradition offers women the opponunity 10 express themselves,
th~ are inherent limilations of the methodology. Because men are the
dominant gender in Owan society, they dominate the mode of
expression, the narntive lradition. As a consequence t fell il necessary
10 integrate non·conventional research lools such as songs, poems.
reenactment ceremonies festivals. totems. shrine and goddess traditions
in my research. One hopes thllt other researchers will benefit from my
experience.
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